
Super Lawyers and Rising Stars at HGSK

Nine lawyers at HGSK have been

recognized by Super Lawyers (R) in 2021

with the award of either Top Rated

Lawyer or a Rising Stars Lawyer.

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA,

UNITED STATES, September 7, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Haggerty,

Goldberg, Schleifer, & Kupersmith, P.C.

is proud to announce that nine of our

attorneys have been recognized as a

Super Lawyers (R) Top Rated Lawyer or

Rising Stars Lawyer for 2021. Our staff who earned Super Lawyers (R) recognition include the

following:

John J. Beichert

I can’t say enough about our

team, so I’ll let Super

Lawyers (R) do it. Nine of

our lawyers have been

recognized as a Top Rated

Lawyer or Rising Star

Lawyer, demonstrating a

commitment to success.”

James C. Haggerty

Terry D. Goldberg

James C. Haggerty

Mark J. Kogan

Richard T. Kupersmith

Charles J. Schleifer

Scott Schleifer

Jeffrey K. Stanton, and

Jared M. Teich.

This is a huge recognition and deep honor because only

5% of Pennsylvania’s lawyers may receive this award. The

process to earn a Super Lawyers (R) award is not an easy

one either. The selection process starts with a nomination cycle where peers or researchers at

SuperLawyers can nominate lawyers for an award. After being nominated, Super Lawyers (R)

researches each lawyer based on 12 indicators of peer recognition, professional achievement,

and other relevant acumen. This includes:

Experience

Verdicts or settlements

Position within the law firm

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.superlawyers.com/about/selection_process_detail.html


Special licenses and certifications 

Bar and/or professional activity

Pro bono and community service

Publications and scholarly lectures

Representative clients

Transactions

Honors and awards

Education and employment background, and

Other outstanding achievements.

This vetting process results in a score that is then reviewed by the top-ranking lawyers who are

known as “blue ribbon panelists.” These candidates review others and confirm their final

selection. Super Lawyers (R) then reviews all selections and only awards a percentage of lawyers

in each state per practice area. Being awarded any Super Lawyers (R) recognition, let alone a

Super Lawyers (R) recognition, is a huge milestone in a lawyer’s career.

If you or a loved one have been injured in Pennsylvania, call our experienced lawyers at

Haggerty, Goldberg, Schleifer & Kupersmith, P.C. for a FREE consultation to learn how we can

help you and your family. Whether you were injured in a personal injury accident or workplace

accident, our experienced and compassionate team can help recover the compensation that you

deserve under Pennsylvania law. Schedule your free appointment by calling (267) 350-6600.

+++++ Disclaimer+++++ This press release is considered advertising and does not constitute any

client-attorney privilege and does not offer any advice or opinion on any legal matter. This

release was drafted by Results Driven Marketing, LLC a digital marketing, Public Relations,

advertising, and content marketing firm located in Philadelphia, PA.

Haggerty, Goldberg, Schleifer & Kupersmith, P.C.

(267) 350-6600
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James C. Haggerty

Haggerty, Goldberg, Schleifer, & Kupersmith, P.C.

+1 267-350-6600

jhaggerty@hgsklawyers.com

Visit us on social media:

Facebook

Twitter

LinkedIn

This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/550508698
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